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BUILDING
EXPERIENCE
IS KEY IN
BRIDGETOWN

ADVERTISEMENT

WA Country Builders & the Rural Building Company’s
local New Homes Consultant, Beryl Thompson continues
to service Bridgetown and surrounding areas. Bringing
a wealth of knowledge, with over 30 years of building
experience across the region.

Beryl Thompson has played a significant role in growing
WA Country Builders & the Rural Building Company in
Bridgetown. With Beryl establishing the Bridgetown
office with her late husband, Lawry Thompson in 1995.

Beryl reflects on the longevity of WA Country Builders
& the Rural Building Company in the region. “The office
is a testimony to the brands commitment to the region.
Being the only builder with a shop front in town for over
25 years, says Mrs Thompson.”

Beryl brings years of knowledge of home building for the
area, from complex site assessment to custom design.
With Beryl priding herself on site orientation. “Ensuring
the proposed home design sits well on the block, to
take full advantage of the countryside elevation that
Bridgetown and surrounding towns & countryside offer,
says Mrs Thompson.”

She has a true passion for home building, especially
in the design space. As she assisted in the creation of
foundational Rural Building Company designs, such as
the Forest View & Valley View.

“I recognised the opportunity that was available in the
town and surrounding suburbs. The Rural Building
Company designs, particularly the views range were the
ideal fit for the town’s landscape, says Mrs Thompson”.

Beryl is a true advocate for the town and all that it
offers. Beryl and her family have lived in Bridgetown
for over 40 years, with two of her three children still
living in the area.

The local, family affair continues into the office with
Beryl’s sister, Tina Watts working alongside Beryl in an
administration position. Beryl’s nephew ‘in-law’ and group
sales manager, Kurt Mentlein also resides in the local office.

WA Country Builders & the Rural Building Company are
the largest builder in the South West region with more than
30 years’ experience, providing the best local advice, the
widest choice of home designs and building materials,
great value and award-winning customer service.

If you are interested in building in Bridgetown or
surrounding areas, contact Beryl today on 0407 194 603.
Alternatively visit Beryl at the local Bridgetown office,
located on Hampton Street.

Landmark custom design
Uniquely shaped around you

Looking for something a little different, a little individual and quite extraordinary? We understand. Every one of our custom home designs is as individual as you are

and as unique as your property. We believe your home should be as spectacular as the landscape that surrounds it. So we don’t just create a home for your life. We

draw on over 30 years of experience and use building techniques and materials to ensure your home fits perfectly with its environment. The result is a one-of-a-kind

home that reflects everything you love about life and creates the lifestyle you’ve always dreamed of living.

We Understand.

BC 11421

Contact us today for all your custom home needs
on 6141 6819 or visit ruralbuilding.com.au


